Main Events

8 Preparing Skinned Infields, Basepaths, Pitcher's Mounds and Batter's Boxes
Infield preparation can be one of the trickiest aspects of baseball-field development and maintenance. Jesse Cuevas shares some of his secret tricks of the trade that keep the infield at Johnny Rosenblatt Stadium looking its best.

10 Mowing Tips: Cutting Heights, Frequency and Patterns
Although mowing may not be the most glamorous aspect of sports turf management, it certainly is one of the most important. Here's practical information to help you make sure your field is on the cutting edge.

16 Chicago Offers Challenges to Turf Maintenance
Ken Mrock manages turf that takes one of the hardest beatings you can imagine. The dual challenges offered by Chicago Bears' year-round training regimen and a short growing season are handled with a constant seeding, fertilization and irrigation program.

18 Community Effort Maintains Parks and Fields
With an extensive horticultural background, Jim Robinson joined the Garner, NC, parks department as a superintendent in 1989. Recreational activities are booming, and a third sports-field complex will open in March. Robinson explains how community involvement helps him get the job done.

24 Getting a Jump on Spring
A combination of cultivation and topdressing is the key to successful spring seeding and overseeding. Here's a step-by-step guide, along with latest research updates, to make sure your fields are ready for peak-season traffic.